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Abstract: Multiple-pulse S-on-1 laser damage experiments were carried out in the bulk of synthetic fused silica at 355 nm and 266 nm. Two beam sizes were used for each wavelength and the pulse duration was 8 ns. The results showed a fatigue effect that is due to cumulative material modifications. The modifications have a long lifetime and the fatigue dynamics are independent of the used beam sizes but differ for the two wavelengths. Based on the fact that, in the context of material-modification induced damage, the damage thresholds for smaller beams are higher than for larger beams, we discuss possible mechanisms of damage initiation.
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1. Introduction

Synthetic fused silica is the best-performing amorphous optical material in terms of laser-induced damage at wavelengths close to 1 µm and a large number of laser damage studies has been published [1]. Using this high quality optical material for UV-applications, high OH content synthetic fused silica (wet fused silica), as for example Suprasil 1 (Heraeus) that was used in the current study, was found to be the best choice. The first studies of synthetic fused silica in the UV range mostly aimed at low-fluence applications like exposure of photosensitive polymers for microelectronics fabrication. These studies, carried out at excimer laser wavelengths, revealed that high OH-content synthetic fused silica from different manufacturers may show significant differences in terms of laser-induced absorption [2, 3].

Two types of defects, Non-bridging oxygen hole centers (NBOHC) and E’ centers were observed by absorption and luminescence measurements [2]. Using separated bursts of laser pulses, it was shown that the two defect types do not exist independently, but that one might be converted to the other [3, 4]. The same defects were also found when studying the surrounding of laser damage craters generated by intense laser irradiation [5, 6].

More recently, high UV-fluences can be generated by frequency conversion of solid state lasers emitting close to 1 µm wavelength and important space projects using these lasers are realized [7] generating a need to understand multi-pulse laser damage issues. Indeed, it was observed in various optical materials that multi-pulse irradiation leads to a decrease of the laser-induced damage threshold with increasing number of pulses. This effect is commonly...
named “fatigue” effect and was observed in glasses [8–11], in crystals [12, 13], and in optical coatings [14]. Few studies exist that use experimental evidence to develop a physical image of the material modifications operated by nanosecond UV-irradiation and explaining the reduced laser-damage threshold ([8, 9, 13] and references in [10]). These studies use other wavelengths and other materials than the ones we report on here.

In a previous work [15], we described a method allowing to discriminate the two possible cases of fatigue encountered: statistical pseudo-fatigue, related to the fact that the higher the number of shots, the more probably the material will damage, and fatigue due to cumulative material modifications. Our study showed that synthetic fused silica (Suprasil 1) irradiated in the bulk showed a fatigue effect that was due to statistical pseudo-fatigue when irradiated at 1064 nm while the fatigue effect at 355 nm came from cumulative material modifications.

The current work presents more detailed measurements carried out at 355 nm and 266 nm in the bulk of Suprasil 1 using two different beam sizes for each wavelength. One may mention that at these wavelengths no laser-induced absorption could be evidenced in synthetic fused silica, even at very high pulse numbers [16, 17].

2. Experimental details

The tested Suprasil 1 samples had a diameter of 38.1 mm, a thickness of 9.525 mm and they were standard polished on both sides. Relatively thick samples were chosen to avoid surface damage that may appear during the bulk damage tests with weakly focused laser beams. The beam focus was placed in the middle of the sample thickness.

A sketch of the laser damage test setup is shown in Fig. 1. The laser source is a Spectra Physics Lab series laser (frequency converted Nd:YAG laser) operating at 50 Hz pulse repetition rate. The pulse duration is approximately 8 ns (full width at half maximum) for both used wavelengths: 355 nm and 266 nm. The system was not injection seeded for these experiments because a check for reliable mono-mode operation on a pulse-to-pulse basis was not possible at 50 Hz pulse repetition rate. Moreover, previous experiments did not show an influence of longitudinal multi-mode operation [15].

S-on-1 damage probability measurements with recording of the number of shots at which damage occurs ($N_D$) were carried out using two different beam sizes at both wavelengths. The

![Schematic view of the used setup. Elements in bold face communicate with the computer for automation of the experiment. Sh: fast mechanical shutter, HW: half wave plates, Pol: high power Glan-Taylor polarizers, M: mirrors, BS: beam splitters, ED: pyroelectric energy detector, OD: attenuation filters, L: two identical lenses, XY: x-y positioning stage for the sample S, CCD: in situ damage detection camera with microscope objective and laser blocking filter, FD: field diaphragm used to align the UV-CCD camera that acquires the beam profiles.](image-url)
maximum number of pulses per site was $10^4$. The spatial beam profile at the focus was not close to Gaussian and the details are given in Fig. 2.

The setup is fully automated in a LabView environment. Two triggered fast digital cameras (> 100 fps) combined with suited microscope objectives are used for in situ damage detection (CCD in Fig. 1) and beam profile recording (UV-CCD) on a shot-to-shot basis. The optical path from beam splitter (BS1) to the sample (S) is the same as to the field diaphragm (FD) of the beam profile camera and identical lenses (L) were used for focusing in both arms of the setup. To choose the set of fluence to test on the different sites of the sample, an attenuator (HW1 / Pol1) was used. Moreover, to ensure well-exposed beam profile images for all settings, a second attenuator was positioned in front of the beam profile camera and coordinated with HW1 / Pol1 with LabView [18]. All beam profile images were saved in real-time on the computer and used after the experiment to determine the statistical uncertainty of the mean peak fluence for each site and each irradiation condition (see Fig. 2). The reference energy values measured by the pyroelectric detector were stored in the local memory of the detector during the test of each site and transferred to the computer afterwards. In situ damage detection was performed by simple image processing [19]. Camera exposure, image readout, image processing, image saving and the feedback to the shutter had to be accomplished within the 20 ms period between two laser pulses. In general this was possible to achieve on the used computer, except at the very beginning of the irradiation. Thus, single pulse testing cannot be directly carried out using this setup configuration. The minimum detectable pulse number is approximately 2 or 3. Once damage was detected, the mechanical shutter was closed and the reference energies were transferred to the computer. The number of energies corresponds to the number of pulses that were necessary to damage the site ($N_d$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wavelength</th>
<th>355 nm</th>
<th>266 nm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diameter*</td>
<td>40 μm</td>
<td>8.9 μm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Typical beam profile**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effective area</th>
<th>$1.0 \times 10^{-5}$ cm²</th>
<th>$6.8 \times 10^{-7}$ cm²</th>
<th>$5.7 \times 10^{-6}$ cm²</th>
<th>$1.1 \times 10^{-6}$ cm²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**$\sigma_e/\bar{F}$ for a single site**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>3.7 %</th>
<th>6.8 %</th>
<th>8.3 %</th>
<th>7.5 %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**$\sigma_e/\bar{F}$ for a group of sites**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>3.9 %</th>
<th>7.9 %</th>
<th>9.1 %</th>
<th>8.1 %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

*1/e²-diameter of a Gaussian beam with same peak fluence and same surface at 1/e of the peak fluence.
**Standard deviation divided by mean, as deduced from the variation of the brightest pixel of the beam profile images.

Fig. 2. Characterization of the different test beams.

All damaged sites were manually checked ex-situ after the test according to ISO 21254-2 using a microscope in differential interference contrast mode [20]. This allowed eliminating from the statistics the sites that were stopped to be irradiated not due to damage but due to noise on the damage detection camera and the sites that were detected as undamaged by the online damage detection but that were nevertheless damaged.
For each site we thus know if it was damaged or not, and, if damage occurred, we also know the pulse number \( N_D \) at which the site was damaged. The pulse energies, together with the effective area of the used beam profile, give access to the average fluence \( F \) used on each site. Grouping sites with similar fluences allows then to obtain the damage probabilities \( P(F,S) \). For example, to estimate the 2200-on-1 damage probability at approximately 25 J/cm\(^2\) (Fig. 3), only sites having a fluence close to 25 J/cm\(^2\) are used (11 sites). We then check how many of these sites have an \( N_D \) of 2200 or less (4 sites) and the best estimate for the corresponding damage probability is \( P(25\text{ J/cm}^2, 2200) = 4/11 \). Knowing the damaging pulse number \( N_D \) for each site thus enables us to obtain detailed \( P(S) \)-data as shown in Fig. 3 for example.

3. Material-modification dominated damage initiation

The fatigue effect is defined as a decrease of the S-on-1 damage threshold with increasing pulse number \( S \). This effect can be caused by two mechanisms (i) accumulating material modifications operated by the incubation pulses or (ii) a statistical effect due to the measurement protocol [15]. The statistical model assumes a constant single pulse damage probability \( p_1 \) for all pulses at a given fluence, meaning that the successive shots are considered as independent. It thus excludes material modifications during the irradiation. As the S-on-1 damage probability \( P(S) \) is defined by damages that occur at pulse number \( S \) or before, the complement, \( 1-P(S) \), is given by the event that no damage occurred during the first \( S \) pulses. Thus, for constant \( p_1 \), one expects according to the statistical model:

\[
1 - P(S) = (1 - p_1)^S
\]

(1)

Mainly two different processes may be at the origin of the single pulse damage probability \( p_1 \) with \( 0 < p_1 < 1 \): laser fluctuations [21, 22] or stochastic laser/matter-interaction [12, 15]. In both cases the \( P(S) \)-curves will have the same shape given by Eq. (1) and illustrated in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 3. Example of a \( P(S) \)-curve (green dots) extracted from a 5000-on-1 measurement using 11 different sites. Wavelength, peak fluence and beam diameter were 266 nm, 24.8 J/cm\(^2\) and 11.5 \( \mu \)m respectively. The red line is obtained from the statistical model for a comparable situation ( \( P = 1 \) reached at similar pulse number \( S \)). The mismatch between data and model indicates that material modifications caused the fatigue effect at this wavelength and that laser fluctuations do not dominate the measured fatigue behavior.](image)

As mentioned before, multiple-pulse laser-induced damage at the UV wavelengths 355 nm and 266 nm is dominated by the accumulation of light-induced material modifications in the bulk of fused silica. Contrary to what can be observed at 1064 nm [14, 15, 21] the statistical model cannot describe the damage probability as a function of the used laser pulses for all
tested fluences. An example of this mismatch is shown in Fig. 3 for 266 nm irradiation and a similar plot at 355 nm is given in [15].

The difference of the P(S)-data from the statistical model also shows that the measurement is not dominated by any other statistical process linked to the laser pulses, in particular laser fluctuations. It has been shown for example that a bad pointing stability of the laser beam can theoretically generate statistical pseudo-fatigue [22]. The same is true for depointing combined with pulse energy fluctuations [21, 22] and intensity fluctuations due to the longitudinal multi-mode operation of the laser. The fact that the fatigue is not of the statistical type thus indicates that the physics of the material modification prevails over all statistical influences. In particular, this shows that laser fluctuations (directional stability, pulse energy, temporal profile and spatial profile) are not responsible for the multiple pulse laser damage in our measurement conditions.

In fact, if the sample is perfectly homogeneous, the laser perfectly stable and the process of material modification deterministic, the generation of the light induced defects will be perfectly reproducible. At a given set of irradiation parameters (fluence, beam size etc.) the critical defect density leading to damage initiation during the next pulse will always be reached after the same number of incubation pulses. Thus a step function in the P(S) representation is expected in this idealized situation. The fact that the experimental P(S)-curve is not a step function is mainly caused by the above-mentioned laser instabilities that widen the distribution of pulse numbers observed to cause damage at a given fluence. Moreover, the long steps for which the probability is not equal to zero in Fig. 3 may indicate the presence of rare weak sites in sample. In fact, although the material is considered as homogeneous and the tested sites are considered identical in terms of laser-damage threshold, some rare sites that are weaker than average can exist because of structural defects, bubbles, inclusions etc.

The presented P(S) curve (Fig. 3), obtained for relatively weak fluence clearly indicates a fatigue that is not dominated by statistical aspects. However, for higher fluence values, it may be difficult to distinguish damage initiated by laser-induced material modifications from statistical pseudo-fatigue. Indeed, damage occurs much more rapidly inducing a small number of data in the P(S) representation. To conclude on the type of fatigue, one has thus to take into account the whole set of P(S) curves at given laser spot size and wavelength, and in particular to examine carefully the P(S) curves obtained at low fluences.

4. Fatigue dynamics

Operating at a constant pulse repetition rate, the number of pulses required to damage the material, N_D, represents also the time requested for the material to damage. The N_D (F) graph thus gives access to the “dynamics” of the fatigue process for a given material and given laser parameters (wavelength, beam size...). For better comparison of the fatigue dynamics related to different laser parameters, the fluence of each data set is usually normalized.

The striking feature of the data of Bosyi and Efimov [8, 9] is the fact that their fatigue dynamics data is different at different laser spot sizes. They showed that this can be understood considering that the material changes induced by the early pulses (compaction or color center generation) influence the propagation properties of the next pulse, focusing it to higher fluences than the early pulses.

Figure 4 shows the N_D(F_norm) representation of our data for both wavelengths and both beam sizes used at each wavelength. As single pulse damage is not directly accessible with the used setup, we normalized the data arbitrarily to the 50% damage threshold for 500 pulses.

In contrast to the data of Bosyi and Efimov, our data superpose perfectly at both wavelengths and for laser beam diameters similar to theirs (in the range of 10 to 40 µm). In conclusion, beam propagation aspects do not play a major role in the accumulation mechanism in Suprasil 1 for our experimental conditions.

Considering closely both semi-logarithmic graphs depicted in Fig. 4, one can evidence in each of them two domains of normalized fluence that seem to follow linear laws (see dashed straight lines in Fig. 4). Moreover, one may notice that the slopes of the lines for the high-
fluence range are identical for both wavelengths. As for the lines obtained in the low-fluences range, the slope is stronger at 355 nm than at 266 nm.

Fig. 4. Representation of the fatigue dynamics: number of pulses required to damage, \(N_D\), as function of normalized fluence, \(F_{\text{norm}}\). The fluence was normalized to the 50% damage threshold for 500 pulses. (a) Both beam sizes for 355 nm irradiation. (b) Both beam sizes for 266 nm irradiation. Dashed straight lines are guides to the eye.

5. Absolute threshold fluences for different beam sizes

In nanosecond laser-damage experiments, the absolute (not normalized) laser damage thresholds measured with smaller beams are typically higher than the ones obtained with larger beams [23, 24]. This observation made it difficult to compare measurements from different labs and was more or less solved for single pulse tests by understanding the laser damage probability as the probability that the high-fluence part of the laser beam encounters a damage precursor [25, 26].

Our data also show this effect of higher threshold fluences for smaller beams which is shown for 355 nm in Fig. 5. For 266 nm the difference is even higher reaching a factor of 3 when going from 30 \(\mu\)m to 11.5 \(\mu\)m.

Fig. 5. S-on-1 damage probability data at 355 nm for both beam sizes and with a maximum of 500 pulses per site. The error bars in both directions are one-sigma error bars (68% confidence interval). The relative fluence uncertainty is obtained from fluctuations of the brightest pixel in the beam profile images (Fig. 2) and the probability error bars are calculated according to [27].

However, as we know that the measured laser-induced damage is dominated by light-induced cumulative material modifications, we cannot understand this effect as the probability
of encounter between the beam and homogeneously distributed damage precursors. As the beam itself generates the precursor (modifies the material) it will always find the precursor (hit modified material), and the probability of encounter is thus 100%.

The fact that the damage threshold is nevertheless higher for the smaller beams has thus to be understood by another model. Figures 5 and 3 (both close to step functions) indicate a deterministic nature of the damage initiation mechanism.

6. Lifetime of the material modifications

As our experiments were carried out at 50 Hz pulse repetition rate, defects of relatively short lifetime may contribute to the accumulating material modification. In order to get a first idea of the life-time of the defects that are relevant to laser damage initiation at 266 nm we mimicked the methodology applied non-destructively by Eva et al. to check the life-time of laser-induced absorption [28].

Two S-on-1 measurements were carried out, each of them including a break in the irradiation [Fig. 6(a)]. In each experiment, a fixed number of pulses, \( N_1 \), was first sent on 10 different sites of the sample. Then, a break was made in the irradiation (7 minutes for the first series and 45 minutes for the second). After the break, the sites that were not damaged during the first part of the irradiation were irradiated again up to damage and the number of shots before damage, \( N_2 \), was recorded.

Figure 6(b) compares both measurements with a break to a measurement without break (the latter represented as small yellow dots). Moreover, during the first experiment with a break of 7 minutes in the irradiation, four sites damaged before the end of the first series of 1000 shots, and are represented by green triangles in Fig. 6(b).

Supposing that the laser-created defects have a lifetime that is shorter than the break, one has only to take into account the number of shots received after the break, meaning that \( N_D = N_2 \). In this case, the first series of shots received by the sample before the break was totally “forgotten” by the material. Under this hypothesis, the data recorded in both break-experiments were depicted in Fig. 6(b), by means of dark blue crosses for the 7-minute-break experiment, and with purple daggers for the 45-minute-break experiment. These points appear clearly to be—in almost all cases—under the global trend followed by the yellow dots of the reference data.

On the contrary, if one supposes that the laser-created defects are long-living enough to survive the breaks, \( N_D \) should be calculated taking into account the number of shots seen before the break.

Fig. 6. (a) Schematic representation of both experiments carried out in the bulk of fused silica at 266 nm with a laser beam diameter of 30 µm with two different break durations in the irradiation: 7 minutes (first series) and 45 minutes (second series). For each site, the precise numbers of shots used during the first and the second part of the irradiation were recorded and are named \( N_1 \) and \( N_2 \) respectively. Red disks represent damaged sites and white disks undamaged ones (after the first part of the irradiation). (b) Number of shots needed to damage \( N_D \) as a function of the fluence. For more details, please refer to the text.
before and after the break, and would thus be given by: $N_D = N_1 + N_2$. The results of this hypothesis are depicted in Fig. 6(b) by big blue and red disks for the 7-minute-break experiment and the 45-minute-break experiment respectively.

To conclude, we have highlighted by means of laser-induced damage tests that the lifetime of the damage-relevant defects generated at 266 nm in the bulk of fused silica were at least of 45 minutes, which is considerably longer than the time between two consecutive laser pulses (20 ms). Hence, defect accumulation is easily possible.

7. Discussion

The aim of multi-pulse laser damage studies in the material modification regime is to identify which is the light-induced material modification and by which physical process this modification lowers the laser damage threshold. The modification may possibly influence the propagation of the laser beam, so that the peak fluence inside the sample becomes higher than the peak fluence of the first pulse. Bosyi and Efimov showed that thermal self-focusing or formation of an index gradient ‘lens’ by material compaction may explain their experimental data in different irradiation conditions [8, 9]. The modification might also influence directly the absorption coefficient of the sample, for example by light-induced color center generation [9, 13]. Finally, it may also act on the mechanical yield strength of the material by introducing strain in the vicinity of the material modifications (color centers, compaction zone) [13]. Naturally all these effects may appear simultaneously with different relative importance, which leads to a large number of possible fatigue mechanisms.

The presented data shows that multiple-pulse laser-damage in the bulk of Suprasil 1 at 355 nm and at 266 nm is governed by cumulative material modifications that are induced by the irradiation (Fig. 3 and Fig. 3 in [15]). This is in fact expected at wavelengths of 248 nm (5.00 eV) and below, where synthetic fused silica is known for UV-induced absorption even at small fluences (per pulse) [2, 28, 29]. At longer wavelengths (266 nm [16], 308 nm [29] and 353 nm [17]) no build-up of laser-induced linear absorption was revealed for small fluences in synthetic fused silica. However, the fluences used in our study are much higher and electronic excitation by three-photon absorption (for 355 nm, 3.49 eV) or two-photon absorption (for 266 nm, 4.66 eV) is possible considering a band gap of 8.52 eV for synthetic fused silica [30].

The life-time of damage-relevant defects at 266 nm was found to be longer than 45 minutes. A value that recalls the result of Eva et al. at 248 nm where the lifetime of the light-induced absorption was found to be more than 12 hours [28]. It is thus possible that the defects involved in damage initiation at 266 nm are identical to those observed non-destructively through laser-induced absorption at 248 nm [2, 28, 29] and 193 nm [28, 29]. They are however different from accumulating defects in lead silicate glass that revealed a lifetime of less than 7 minutes in the same type of test [9].

In our study we used two different beam sizes at both wavelengths and all beam shapes were rather far from the ideal TEM$_{00}$ Gaussian shape (Fig. 2). As the defects that lead to laser damage (laser damage precursors) are generated by the beam itself, the 1-on-1 models based on a distribution of preexisting damage precursors and the probability of encounter between the spatially homogeneously distributed damage precursors and the high-fluence region of the beam [26] cannot be applied. An analytical description of the beam shape is thus not of prime importance for the analysis of our data. However, our data also show that the beam size, and possibly the beam shape are nevertheless important to the damage mechanism.

At a given wavelength the $N_D(F)$-data for the two different beam sizes only differs by a scaling factor for the fluences (Fig. 4). In other words, at a given normalized fluence the lifetime in terms of number of pulses before damage is the same for both beam sizes. This is an important difference to similar experiments in lead silicate glass [8, 9], where the material modifications occurring during S-on-1 damage tests were found to induce beam propagation effects in the following pulses. Depending on the wavelength, the authors proposed thermal self-focusing and densification-induced self-focusing. In consequence, we can say that the
material modifications in our experiments do not generate important beam propagation effects for the following pulses.

For each tested wavelength (266 nm and 355 nm), the log($N_D$) representation as a function of normalized fluence $F_{\text{norm}}$ (Fig. 4) can be approximated by two straight lines with different slopes. Moreover, the slope of the line at high fluence and small pulse number is the same for 355 nm and 266 nm. The slope of the straight line for low fluences and high pulse number is steeper especially at 355 nm. These two slopes may correspond to two different defects generated by the irradiation, as suggested in articles dealing with the dynamics of laser-induced absorption at shorter wavelengths [2, 28]. As outlined in the laser-induced absorption studies, the different defects are not independent from each other but the defects responsible for laser damage at low fluence (type 1) are converted to the second type of defects at higher fluence which in fact makes the material more resistant compared to the existence of defect type 1 only. As we do not yet have non-destructive measurements of the generated defects and their densities, it is difficult to give a more detailed interpretation, even if the two most probable defect types regarding the literature are $E'$ centers and NBOHC [2]. Nevertheless, as mentioned before, these defects are reported in literature only for shorter wavelengths, than those we use, but in our irradiation conditions they could be created by multi-photon absorption (see next paragraph). Once generated, the defects may absorb single laser photons and, by passing through an electronically excited state, they may convert to other defects like oxygen deficiency centers (ODC(II)) [3, 4, 31]. Nevertheless this hypothetical mechanism needs confirmation through spectroscopic measurements of the modified but not yet damaged material in the low and high fluence regimes.

The absolute 500-on-1 thresholds for similar beam size at 355 nm (diameter 40µm) and 266 nm (diameter 30 µm) differ approximately by a factor of 9. 1-on-1 measurements by Kuzuu et al revealed also a strong difference between these two wavelengths [32]. This strong difference is probably a consequence of the different order of multi-photon absorption necessary to cross the band gap of fused silica at the two wavelengths.

Finally, despite the fact that the beam itself produces the defects, the threshold fluence for smaller beams is higher than for larger beams (Fig. 5). Bosyi and Efimov reported the same observation [9] but did not comment on it. In order to discuss this observation we might exclude some simple theories. First, heat conduction away from the heated focal region during the pulse duration is more significant if the heated region is smaller. However the typical heat conduction length $l_c = 2\sqrt{D\tau}$, with $D$ the heat diffusivity and $\tau$ the pulse duration [33], is only 0.16 µm for fused silica ($D = 8.1 \times 10^{-7}$ m$^2$/s below 100°C [34]) and for a pulse duration of 8 ns. Thus lateral heat conduction out of the focal volume is negligible during the pulse duration considering the used beam sizes. The peak temperature reached by an absorber in the focal region, irradiated at a given fluence, is thus nearly independent of the used beam. Secondly, one might think that we deal in fact with many small absorbers that might form clusters and thus the cluster formation should be different for small beams compared to large beams. However, the possible sites where the defects can be created in the material are so close (some atom distances) that, again, the used laser beam sizes appear huge. Additionally to this qualitative consideration, we may compare the situation to Monte-Carlo type simulations on laser damage in KDP that used a cell size of one by one micron square and that was able to perfectly explain laser damage results obtained with rather large laser beams [35]. Hence, clustering of the defects cannot explain the observed differences between the used beam sizes either.

Thus, we think that the fact that higher damage thresholds are measured with smaller beams is rather linked to electronic or electrostrictive self-focusing mechanisms during the pulse initiating laser-damage. Describing nonlinear self-focusing in an analytical way always involves a critical laser beam power [36]. This critical power for strong nonlinear self-focusing is a material constant and is reached at lower intensity for larger beams compared to smaller beams. This means in agreement with our observations that strong self-focusing, leading to damage, will be reached at lower fluences for larger beams. Thus, the critical
modification that the irradiation causes in the material, is an increase in the nonlinear refractive index, as it has been reported before in nonlinear optical crystals [37]. The fact that we do not observe an influence of the modifications on the propagation of the beam is probably due to the bad pointing stability of the laser. The laser-induced modifications will be rather homogeneous in a region larger than the beam size because each pulse irradiates a slightly different volume. As a consequence, the beam propagates through an approximately homogeneous material that however increases its nonlinear refractive index until catastrophic self-focusing occurs.

To conclude, the preliminary scenario we propose for UV multiple-pulse damage initiation in the bulk of Suprasil 1 is thus the following one: 2- or 3-photon absorption (depending on the wavelength) generates electron-hole pairs, the relaxation of which may create two types of defects, depending on the fluence range. The existence of these defects during irradiation with the subsequent laser pulses will have at least two effects: (i) absorption is increased leading to a temperature rise that enables annealing of the defects at a small rate, (ii) the conditions for electronic or electrostrictive self-focusing are improved which finally leads to laser damage. The safe fluence is thus the fluence at which annealing of the defects is able to compensate for the newly generated defects, ensuring low enough defect concentration to avoid catastrophic self-focusing. Further modeling work and spectroscopic measurements are however required to confirm the proposed scenario.